BREAST CANCER is a leading cause of women deaths in 140 countries. 2.4 mln new BREAST CANCER cases and 770 th DEATHS in 2030.

On Earth in 2017 - 1.1 bn women age 40-79

- Mature market: 128 mln tests annually
- 100 USD per test
- 10 ARNA tokens
- 4 hours to result, automated measurement
- 96% detection accuracy, suitable for treatment control
- Trial prove in brand new blockchain biotech ecosystem ARNA Panacea
- Existing competing golden standart technologies are MRI and unpleasant mammography with 40-75% accuracy

Unique ctDNA extraction and amplification technology
Unique technology of specific tumor DNA selection in human blood

ARNA TECHNOLOGY brings in nearest future to humanity ctDNA blood tests with very high accuracy for lung, liver, prostate, pancreatic, brain, etc cancers

ARNA BLOOD TEST

- 68 mln
- ARNA BC TEST
- 125 mln
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ARNA TECHNOLOGY brings in nearest future to humanity ctDNA blood tests with very high accuracy for lung, liver, prostate, pancreatic, brain, etc cancers.

Unique technology of specific tumor DNA selection in human blood

10 tokens per test
VIP Reward Program for ARNA tokens holders to get up to 10% shares
Cryptocurrency in ARNA Panacea system, biotech projects crowdfunding

Created technology
Created ARNA BC test
Preclinical study
Proof of concept
Fund rising

2000 - 2016

2017 - 2019

US, China, EU, India offices
Russia test approval
US FDA(510k) approval
Labs roll out in Russia and USA

2020 - 2022

EU, China, India test approval
Labs roll out in EU, China, India
New ARNA tests for lung, liver, brain, pancreatic, colon etc.

500+ mln USD revenue

5+ mln tests sales in 3 years
500+ mln USD
EV/SALES 10 - 16 times
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